Elara Max for Mobile X-ray
The multiplier in your radiography department

Your radiography department is built on the promise of delivering exponential value. Multiply
that value by including Elara Max for mobile imaging.
Pressure is mounting for your radiography department to
standardize its fleet so all systems can operate from one
platform. The goal • Greater operational efficiency
• Consistent results with no variance.
Siemens Healthineers responds with a portfolio of premium
products that cover the broadest clinical spectrum: mobile
x-ray, twin robotic x-ray, radiography, and fluoroscopy.
Deployed strategically, it’s a portfolio that’s built to deliver
fleet level benefits by using the same platform, same
detector pool, and same user interface for every product.
The result –
• More standardization.
• More savings.
• More satisfaction.
The more systems you combine, the more fleet-level benefits
you gain. When your solution includes Elara Max for mobile
x-ray, the value of your department multiplies.

Three Reasons to Include Elara Max in Your Radiography Solution
Multiply the Return on Your Investment
Your department is at its best when all systems are
strategically synced. Mobile imaging is key to that equation.
With Elara Max, you benefit from a system that uses the same
user interface and same pool of detectors as other Siemens
Healthineers products.
What does it mean for you?
Lower total cost of ownership. A shared detector pool can
lessen the burden on your budget.
Maximized departmental revenue. Thanks to the familiarity
between Siemens X-ray systems, your staff will spend less time
adjusting when they switch modalities – so they’re free for
other exams that expand your capacity and throughput.
Reduced training costs. A common user interface means less training time, because technologists are already familiar
with the functionality.

Expand Throughput with a Smarter Mobile X-ray Design
We built Elara Max to be stand out from the crowd, with a smart design that will drive your department’s performance.
•
•
•

Collimator adjustments are on the bottom, for easier access from any location. No more walking to the front or
side of the unit. It’s an ergonomic difference that makes life easier for your technologists.
The column mounts on the top of the cart. Now, you can get closer to the patient’s bedside by pushing the front
end of the unit under the bed. The result is easier and greater patient access.
The detector charges while it sits in the storage bin, so the mobile unit is ready whenever you are.

Protect Your Reimbursement Strategy with Patient Satisfaction
More than ever, you must meet strict guidelines for sanitization and patient safety. It’s just as important to your
patients, who often are transported from patient room to an x-ray room in another location.
Elara Max solves the problem with improved hygienic conditions thanks to antimicrobial coating, integrated cables,
and closed surfaces. The system is mobile, so it comes to patients instead of patients being transported to it. And,
because of the extended reach of its tube arm, patients no longer have to be repositioned for the sake of an X-ray.
What does it mean for you? Your patients benefit from safe, personalized care. And you benefit from satisfied patients
who contribute mightily to your reimbursement strategy.
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